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INTRODUCTION TO
TRONHERO TOKEN (THERO)
TronHero Token is the native token of the TRONHERO Ecosystem
and is identiﬁed by the ticker THERO. THERO is a TRC-20 token on
the Tron Blockchain Network. Its value is decided by the
community and is represented initially by staking di culty.
The value of THERO will be determined by the community when it is listed
on exchanges, such as JustSwap / Poloniex, and through its use cases.
Until exchange listing, THERO token will only be available for exchange (buy/sell)
on HEROSwap (swap.tronhero.io), which is TRONHERO’S very own Swap portal.
As a TRC-20 token, THERO has the ability to be used in TRONHERO’S future projects/platforms
The only o cial THERO Token address is: https://tronscan.io/#/token20/
TEEoAG6V1soUKsdjtbRvTB29q8dicfqf3M
(Beware of fake tokens with fake addresses)
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THERO
STAKING / MINING
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THERO
STAKING / MINING
A minimum of 200 TRX is required to begin staking / mining the THERO token.
An upline address (referral link) is compulsory for a community member to stake.
This allows ‘uplines’ to beneﬁt from the attractive referral rewards package offered.
The mining pool will yield THERO Tokens passively. This is termed as
simple staking, as there are no Liquidity Pools that can attract
permanent or impermanent loss .
The staked TRX is SAFE in mining and THERO is being mined WITHOUT RISK
and for FREE.

The daily yield depends on:
1) The total daily mining supply, and
2) The amount of TRX that the member has staked aka (Daily Share)
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THERO
STAKING / MINING STEPS
Thero Stake Tutorial
a). Open your Tronlink wallet or Other Tron Wallet and Click on DApp,
Discover or Browser Icon
b). Enter the O cial website : https://stake.tronhero.io
You will now enter Hero's Headquarters
Your available TRX balance will be shown in ﬁrst box
c). Enter the amount you wish to stake
(min 200 Trx, there is no maximum)
d). Click on Stake Now
( Make sure you have minimum 20 TRX in your wallet for Tron Network Fees )
e). Sign the Transaction by Accepting it (Chrome) or enter your Password if you are
on a mobile phone authorizing it.
You have successfully staked TRX and are now mining THERO
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THERO
THE DAILY MINING SUPPLY
A variable daily mining supply will be allocated to the mining pool for the day. The
Exchange/Swap platform will be called for the current price of THERO against TRX and
that will determine the total minable tokens for the day. Therefore, the
Mining Rate will be decided decided as THERO at the current price against
TRX. This cannot be more than the maximum limit 3.472 THERO per Block,
or less than minimum limit 0.03472 THERO per Block.
Before Exchange listing the token price is set at 1 TRX = 1 THERO. After the
genesis period, the decrease or increase in the price will determine whether more or
less THERO Tokens are available in the daily mining supply.
A minimum total of 1 000 000 TRX (one million) must be locked for mining to begin on the
ﬁrst day and on any day thereafter.
TRX may be added to the stake to increase the staked amounts at any time once the Genesis mining
period (The ﬁrst 10 days of mining) are over. Upon adding to the stake, the pending rewards will be
automatically paid and the rewards will start again from 0 (Zero) for the current total staked TRX.

THERO
THE DAILY SHARE
The share of the daily supply of THERO is based on the amount of TRX that has been staked
according to the following formula:
Share of THERO per 1 TRX staked = (Daily Mining Supply ÷ Total TRX Staked)
EXAMPLE of how the daily mining supply operates:
For this example we illustrate with a constant daily total stake of 2 000 000 TRX.
If the opening price of THERO received from Exchanges is: 1 THERO = 1 TRX, this will calculate and
determine the number of THERO mineable for the day. The Daily Mining Supply for this at the
above price is 100000 TRX
Person 1 Stats:
Person 2 Stats:
Staked = 5000 TRX
Staked = 20000 TRX
Share Rate: (Daily Mining Supply ÷ Total TRX Staked) 100000 ÷ 2000000 = 0.05 THERO Per TRX
Therefore 1 TRX will mine 0.05 THERO for the day
Person 1 (5000 TRX): Mining speed = 250 Tokens / day (Total Staked TRX * Shares Rate) i.e. (5000 x 0.05)
Person 2 (20000 TRX): Mining speed = 1000 Tokens / day (Total Staked TRX * Shares Rate) i.e. (20000 x 0.05)
One can also calculate one’s mining proﬁtability by using the Hero Calculator available on swap.tronhero.io
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THERO
CLAIM
Claiming THERO token is unrestricted (subject to Genesis mining). Upon
claiming, THERO will reﬂect directly in the member’s personal wallet.
Whenever a person claims, 95% of the THERO tokens
(personal rewards + referral rewards) are sent directly to the personal wallet.
The remaining 5% will be sent to the THERO SUPERFUND insurance
contract to improve sustainability of the SUPERFUND.
Claim will calculate Personal Pending Rewards + Referral Bonus Pending Rewards.
Once the THERO appears in the personal wallet, the wallet owner is free to choose
what to do with the tokens. S/he may swap the token, hold the token,
use the token in a THROHERO Crowdfunding DAPP or a TRONHERO Entertainment DAPP.
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THERO
UNSTAKE
UNSTAKING (& CLAIM) THERO is unrestricted (subject to Genesis mining).
Upon unstaking, THERO Rewards ( Personal & Referral ) will reﬂect
directly in the personal wallet together with the TRX that was staked.
UNSTAKING attracts a fee of 10% of total staked TRX. 5% of total
collected fees will be used to buyback THERO and BURN the tokens
to reduce supply.
The remaining 5% will be used for further development of the Ecosystem.
Unstake will calculate Personal Pending Rewards + Referral Bonus Pending Rewards
and the TRX that was staked (less fees). Once the THERO appears in the personal
wallet, the wallet owner is free to choose what to do with the tokens.
S/he may swap the token, hold the token, use the token in a THROHERO
Crowdfunding DAPP or a TRONHERO Entertainment DAPP.

THERO
DEFLATIONARY NATURE
BUYBACK & BURN

TOKEN BURN POOL

TronHero will buy THERO every
week/month from the exchange
in bulk (from 5% of TRX collected
from unstaking).
The tokens that are bought will be
burned. This is expected to
increase the price of the token.

On every transfer of THERO
0.004% will be burned (this
assists in reducing circulating
supply) and 0.004% will be
collected for further
development of Projects.

THERO is a deﬂationary token which hedges against inﬂation with its burn factor.
This means that the burning of THERO on each transaction and the buy back
(and burn) transactions will have the effect of reducing the token supply.
This will inevitably increase the price of the token due to its gradual scarcity.
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THERO
REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAMME
Staking / Mining rewards will be paid for a member’s direct
referrals on 3 levels as follows:
Level 1 – 7%
Level 2 – 3%
Level 3 – 2%

TRX is added to the upline’s stake in a referral tranche of staking / mining
and referral rewards are earned in THERO as downlines mine.
If a downline unstakes, then the upline ceases to earn THERO at the
mining rate that the TRX was added for that particular downline.

Uplin
e

7%

3%

2%

=
12%
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THERO
DISTRIBUTION

2 400 000
10%
Dev Team

1 200 000
5%
Liquidity

24 000 000
100%
MAX SUPPLY
20 400 000
85%
TO BE MINED
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THERO
STAKING REQUIREMENT
MOBILE ( ANDROID / IOS):
-

TRONLINK PRO
KLEVER
TOKEN POCKET
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THERO
STAKING REQUIREMENT
DESKTOP:
-

TRONLINK PRO
CHROME EXTENSION
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TRONHERO ROADMAP
ACADEMY
THERO
SUPERFUND

GAMBLING
&
DAPP WALLET

1

GAMING
&
0 FEES EXCHANGE
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2

HERO SWAP

THE JOURNEY
CONTINUES...
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MORE DAPPS
NFT
DEFI 2.0
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LENDING
& MUCH MORE
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